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[14:06]
Roland: Anyone know where the IGF meeting is?
[14:07] Christopher: Hi! is this the IGF meeting? The agenda page is still showing 9 March. CW
[14:07] Arturo_Herr: Would like to know how ITG & ISMS are being promoted as security and public
awareness programs (strategies)
[14:07]
Roland: Chris Disspain is chairing, and so it has to be some kind of ccNSO meeting... IDNs by
the sound of it
[14:08] Mandy_Carve: Aberdere
[14:10]
Roland: We seem to have two sets of sound...
[14:10]
Roland: There's Japp on the phone talking about IDNs, plus Alice has just started
[14:10] Mandy_Carve: IGF is in Aberdere
[14:11]
Roland: Yes, but we can hear sound from a different meeting
[14:11] Siranush_Va: this is Aberdere, isn't it?
[14:11]
Roland: At the same time as sound from Aberdere
[14:12] Mandy_Carve: IT is working on the sound feed problem
[14:13]
Roland: OK, I've switched off the separate aduio feed and am now getting just Lesley.
[14:31] mib_xt8uwk: the volume of the sound is terribly low, even when I put it to the max on my side
[14:32] Mandy_Carve: we are asking IT to look at the volume question
[14:34] mib_xt8uwk: @Mandy_Carver - thank you!
[14:39] Christopher: Volume OK in Brussels. Initial stutter and echo has been corrected now. CW
[14:43] mib_xt8uwk: I tried real player, windows media player, I have to put my speakers at max in
order to hardly hear. I am in the USA, it must be something against the Americans...
[14:44] Mandy_Carve: we will try again on the volume

[14:44] Brandon_TEC: I am looking into the issue with the stream now..
[14:47] mib_xt8uwk: Thank you. I can hear it, but it is at max on all places - volume control, player, and
wave, and speakers themselves. if suddenly you change it, it may be really loud.
[14:55] Mandy_Carve: If individuals following in the remote chat have questions please write them in
the chat and I will read them to the chair
[14:56] mib_xt8uwk: Question to Mr. Kumer: What is the position of the Secretariate vis-a-vis the ITU's
role in governing the Internet?
[14:58] mib_xt8uwk: the sound now is better
[14:59] Arturo_Herr: Would it be suitable to develop an Earth's ITG "eartheration" based on the federal
system where: 1) Global stragies and policies are developed by International stakeholders (i.e. Intl.
organizations, ICANN, IT community & alike); 2) Policies & strategies are adjusted at a National+Regional
level (stakeholders: National Govs., Regional Orgs., Nat. ITGF, Private sector & alike); and 3) ad-hoc
policies & strategies are identified for specific l
[15:03] Mandy_Carve: The chair is taking questions in groups nd then answering them n sequence - I
have your question and will submit it once they complete this first set of questions
[15:05] Mandy_Carve: In your question what word follows specific? I only see the letter I
[15:05] mib_xt8uwk: Thank you.
[15:06] Arturo_Herr: specific local sectors, meaning local community.
[15:07] Mandy_Carve: Thank you
[15:18] Fouad_Bajwa: Pakistan's example of regional ICT/Internet Governance Policy Public
Consultations in Pictures http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=30136677675
[15:19] Fouad_Bajwa: A more direct link
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?v=photos&gid=30136677675
[15:24] Arturo_Herr: IMHO what we should focus on is on structuring a "duplex" policy-strategies
development plus implementation scheme: buttom-to-top, as well as top-to-buttom. But an horizontal
perspective should be bared in mind as to promote a global democratic evolution.
[15:27] Mandy_Carve: May I take this as a comment to the chat room rather than a question for the
panel
[15:33] Mandy_Carve: Thank you remote participants - this ends the session
[15:33] Arturo_Herr: yes
[15:34] Christopher: Thankyou. Excellent meeting. CW

